
Proper Care and Handling 

of flowers and credit policy 



The Fresh Cut Flower Selling and Buying

It’s the healthiest, most eye-catching arrangements that 

jump off the shelf. At every step, from receiving to storage, 

arranging to merchandising, you have the opportunity to 

maintain and enhance the freshness, beauty and health of 

your flowers. At retail, it’s about hydration and 

nourishment, but also strict temperature control and 

sanitation. With our quality products and expert guidance, 

Peirone Floral can help you make the sale. 



 Prep area:

 Remove aging or dying products. A 7 day shelf life in 

store is all you should hold fresh cut products.

 Wipe out cooler, removing any debris. 

 Empty out old buckets of water. Wash the buckets with 

soap and hot water. Rinse with water and bleach mix.

 Prep Fresh Cuts:

 Dry pack flowers need to be processed right away.

 Mix the proper amount of flower food in fresh water.

 Remove any fallen petals from the stem of the flowers 

(leaves that may have become dislodged during 

shipping).

 Using clippers or a chopper, carefully cut 1/2 inch off the 

base of all stems and immediately place in prepared 

water buckets. Hydration of flowers takes 2 hours.

 Check all buckets daily for proper amount of water and 

be sure to clean out any debris. 

 Recut fresh flowers every 3 days.

 Follow proper FIFO (first in first out) when rotating the 

flowers. 

 Remember, flowers last longest if stored between 34 ̊ F –

38 ̊ F . The flowers should not be stored in your produce 

cooler (too much Ethylene). The preferred storage cooler 

would be the Dairy cooler.

http://www.floralife.com/en/carehandling/florist_retailer/25#ethylene


THE GOOD
Dehydrated flowers

Dehydrated flowers may look

wilted and smashed; however 

once cut and placed in fresh 

water they become a beautiful 

full flower bouquet. 

THE BAD

White fuzzy 

mold

Brown spots

Frozen Flower

FLORAL 

RECEIVING 



The more pictures the better

Credit Policy

You have 24 hours from the time you receive your product to request a 

credit. 

Please send all requests to kmiller@peirone.com

Do not throw away product until you get a credit slip; there are times 

Peirone will need to pick up the whole case. 

The Farms will not process credits unless Peirone turns in the following:

Pictures of the UPC code on the sleeve of the bouquet/plant.

Pictures of the box label.  

Pictures of the product itself you are requesting credit for.

Please include how many bouquets’ you are requesting credit for, item 

number, and your invoice number. 

Plants: The plant Farms are requesting that Peirone pick up the plants 

that are bad and return them to the farm. 

Short on Shipment/missing product: If you are missing product you have 

24 hours to report missing product for credit. 

Please keep in mind that if we have to pick up floral items and/or 

plants, I will send you a pick-up slip to attach to the product as our 

drivers cannot have product on their trucks without the slip. The pick-up 

slip also acts as your credit slip so keep a copy for yourself. If you have 

any questions, please call me.
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